“As the Father has sent Me, I am sending you.”

JOHN 20:21

Discover how you can JOIN THE MOVEMENT by visiting nazarene.org/missions

A CHRISTLIKE DISCIPLE
SET APART BY THE HOLY SPIRIT,
PRAYERFULLY SENT OUT BY THE CHURCH, AND AFFIRMED BY NAZARENE MISSIONS TO CROSS CULTURAL BARRIERS FOR THE PURPOSE OF SPREADING SCRIPTURAL HOLINESS.
NAZARENE MISSIONARIES ARE CHRISTLIKE DISCIPLES.
The global missionary is primarily funded by the global efforts of World Evangelism giving and called to serve a full career in the field. Affirmed by the Church of the Nazarene, he or she has prior ministry experience and will strategically serve in a global assignment wherever he or she is needed in the world.

NAZARENE MISSIONARIES ARE PRAYERFULLY SENT OUT BY THE CHURCH.
The sponsored missionary is primarily funded by his or her local community and called to serve a localized need in the field. Affirmed by the local church, district, and the Church of the Nazarene, he or she will serve a maximum of four years in the field with no previous ministry experience required.

- Primarily funded by a local Church of the Nazarene*
- Serves a maximum of four years**
- No prior ministry experience
- Able to engage in field ministry

* which meets World Evangelism giving goal
** in two-year terms

NAZARENE MISSIONARIES SPREAD SCRIPTURAL HOLINESS.
As the Holy Spirit prepares the way for transformational holiness, Nazarene Missions sends its missionaries in partnership with local communities to join in God’s movement of restoration and peace in hearts and lives.

The global missionary is primarily funded by the global efforts of World Evangelism giving and called to serve a full career in the field. Affirmed by the Church of the Nazarene, he or she has prior ministry experience and will strategically serve in a global assignment wherever he or she is needed in the world.

- Primarily World Evangelism funded
- Serves two years to a full career
- Prior ministry or specialty service experience
- Assigned by the church where needed

learn more about the Nazarene missionary
nazarene.org/missions